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RE DOPPIA
MACHINE OVERVIEW

New RE Doppia is an automatic traditional machine that 

combines the latest Rocket Espresso technology with a 

specification and level of componentry that represents a 

machine brought to market with an aggressive approach 

to price versus specification. This does not mean the 

Doppia is any less of a machine, rather with clever 

engineering, the Doppia clearly outperforms most 

machines in this class.



RE DOPPIA
DESIGN

Unique design for new RE Doppia from Rocket: a 

machine that stand for its elegance and robustness.

The chassis of the machine is made in Stainless steel 

AISI 304: no doubt that is a Rocket machine!



In addition to the Stainless stell version, upon request, RE Doppia 

machine is available also in:

❑ BLACK VERSION:

Stainless steel chassis with matt black side and panels;

❑ WHITE VERSION:

Stainless steel chassis with matt white side and panels;
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RE DOPPIA
DUAL BOILER TECHNOLOGY

RE Doppia has two boiler in Stainless steel AISI 316L.

One boiler dedicated to the coffee and one big 

boiler for steam and hot water.

Capacity of the coffee boiler is:

✓ 2 groups machine: 4l

✓ 3 groups machine: 6,3l

Fully saturated coffee group with a dedicated coffee 

boiler for temperature stability.

.



RE DOPPIA
DUAL BOILER TECHNOLOGY

Service boiler for steam and hot water:

✓ 2 groups machine: 9l

✓ 3 groups machine: 12l

High capacity for high performance in steam 

and hot water.



RE DOPPIA
INTERFACE

RE Doppia fits a new interface.

Buttons pad for each group with 4 buttons for the 

following operations:

▪ Start/Stop button

▪ Single shot

▪ Double shot

▪ Flush

Available a version with 6 buttons

Start/Stop

Single 

shot

Double 

shot

Flush



RE DOPPIA
INTERFACE

For each group is available a small display.

The display shows, when the machine is not 

working, the temperature of the coffee group; 

during the brewing process it turns into shot timer.



RE DOPPIA
INTERFACE

4,3’’ TFT service display on the front panel of the 

machine. Information available on the display:

▪ Pressure of the service boiler

▪ Water pressure from the main line

▪ Access to the machine setting



RE DOPPIA
TALL CUP VERSION

RE Doppia can be configurated in standard 

version or Tall Cup: one article number for two 

version thanks to the adjustable drip tray. 

The height of the drip tray can be adjusted from 

85 mm for the standard version up to 125 mm for 

Tall Cup. 



RE DOPPIA
STEAM WAND

RE Doppia features two steam wands, barista style. 

Long steam wand to make easy the task of the barista, 

cold touch.

With a special system by Rocket, steam is dry and with 

a minimal initial condensation (Patent Pending).

Thanks to the big capacity of the service boiler in Re 

Doppia, continuous use of steam is guaranteed with no 

drop in performance even when using two wands at 

the same time.

With the lever the control of the speed of the steam is 

always guaranteed.



RE DOPPIA
HOT WATER SPOUT

Available one hot water wand, with two selection buttons 

for setting two different doses of hot water. Possibility to 

adjust the temperature of the water mixing hot water from 

the boiler and cold water from main line.



RE DOPPIA
TECHNICAL INFORMATION

2 GROUPS 3 GROUPS

Technology Dual Boiler

Portion Control Automatic

Coffee Boiler 4,0 l 6,3 l

Power - Coffee Boiler 1,7 kW 2,0 kW

Main Boiler 9,0 l 12,0 l

Power – Main Boiler 3,0 kW 3,5 kW

W x D x H (mm) 848 x 603 x 500 1.060 x 603 x 500

Total Power 5,0 kW 5,8 kW

Bodywork Stainless steel AISI 304

Boiler Material Stainless steel AISI 316L

Thermal Control PID / Pressure transducer

Steam Wands Stainless steel + cool touch

Cup Height (mm) 85 (tall version: 125)

Shot Timer Standard




